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AN EXTENSION THEOREM FOR Hv FUNCTIONS

JOSEPH  A.  CIMA1

Abstract. Let V be a pure (n— 1/-dimensional variety in the

polydisc (/"with the distance from Kto the torus II" positive and

assume/is analytic on u. = Un\V. Further let u(z) be the real part

of a function g analytic on Ù and assume \f(z)\" ¿u(z) for zed.

Then/can be analytically extended to a function/in H"(Un).

1. Notation and definitions. In this note, C will denote the complex

field and C" will be the cartesian product of n copies of C. The open

unit disc in C is denoted by U; its boundary is the circle T. The unit

polydisc Un and the torus Tn are the subsets of C" which are cartesian

products of n copies of U and T, respectively. If Z=(zx, ■ • • , zn) e Cn

the norm of Z is given by

||Z|| = sup \zt\
ISi'Sti

and the polydisc of radius p>0 with center Za—(z°l, ■ ■ • , z") is given by

c/;'(Z°) = {ZeC":||Z-Zu|| < p}.

A complex-valued function / defined on U" is said to be holomorphic

in Un provided/is continuous in Un and/is holomorphic in each variable

separately. For i^/><oo the Banach space HP(U") consists of those holo-

morphic functions/which satisfy

(1) sup    Í )f(rxeix\ • - - , rr/*")|"dmn(x) < oo,
0<r,<l  JT

where mn is the normalized Haar measure on T". A variety in U" is

a closed subset Kc (/" such that for each point p e V there is a neighbor-

hood W of p, WC Un and analytic functions/, ■ • • ,fk (analytic in W)

such that

V n W = Z(fx) n--- n Z(fk)

where Z(f) is the zero set off. If each of the irreducible branches of V
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have dimension «—1 then V is a pure (« —l)-dimensional variety. A

theorem of Cartan (see [1, p. 251]) implies that if V is a pure (n—1)-

dimensional variety in Un there is a function g analytic in Un with V=Z(g).

The set RP(Un) denotes the set of real-valued functions defined on Un

which are the real parts of functions holomorphic on Un. A real-valued

function a(Z) defined on Un is «-harmonic if for each fixed Z=(zx, • ■ • , zn)

in Un the mapping

if -* a(zx, zt, • - -, Í¡, ■ • •, zn)

is harmonic in U for each y=l, 2, • • ■ ,n. Each function in RF(U") is

«-harmonic in Un but there are «-harmonic functions which are not the

real parts of functions holomorphic in U".

2. An extension theorem. Let Q be a domain in the complex plane C.

For l^/7<co, let HP(Q) be the space of functions/ holomorphic on

Q, and such that the subharmonic function |/(Z)|P has a harmonic

majorant in D (see [4, p. 46]). If Z0 is a fixed point of Q and u(Z) is the

least harmonic majorant of |/(Z)|P, then \\f\\ = [u(Z0)]1/p can be taken as

the norm for fe HP(Q). It is easily seen that with «=1 and Q=U that

this gives the same set of functions as those satisfying equation (1).

The following lemma appears to be known but since we have no specific

reference we outline a short proof.

Lemma 1. Assumef(z) is holomorphic in 0<|z|< 1 and that there exists

a function u(z) harmonic on 0<|z|<l such that f satisfies |/(z)|=«(z)

there. Then f can be extended to be a holomorphic function on U.

Proof. Assume first that/has a pole at z=0, say f(z)=Z~kS(z) with

S(0)#0 and k a positive integer. It is possible to select a (multivalued)

function V(z) so that g(z) = exp(u(z)+iV(z)) is analytic in 0<|z|<l.

In this case g will have a pole at z=0 and also g has growth rate exp(r_*),

which is not possible.

If/has an essential singularity at z=0, we conclude from the inequalities

le'l = «'" ^ Igl = c"   and   e"! > 1

that g has a pole at z=0. This implies the existence of an integer q such

that the function z"^ is bounded near z=0. This is not possible.

In his thesis [2], Parreau has proven the following result. If A' is a com-

pact subset of U with the logarithmic capacity of K being zero, then

each/6 HP(U\K) can be continued to a function/analytic on U and/is

in HP(U). The following theorem is our analogue of Parreau's theorem
for Un.
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Theorem 1. Let V be a pure (n-l)-dimensional variety in Un with

the distance of V to Tn being positive. If f is holomorphic in Q=Un\V

and if there is a function u(Z) e RP(Q) which satisfies the inequality \f(Z)\p^

u(Z)for all Z e Q. then there is a function fi which extends f holomorphically

to allofU" and such that fis in Hp(Un).

Proof. Without loss of generality we assume V is the zero set of a

function g analytic on Un. Let us prove first that/can be extended analyt-

ically to points Z°=(z°x, •■■ ,zn) of V=Z(g). We assume Z° e V. There

is a nonsingular linear change of coordinates in C" which will make g

regular of order k in zn at the point Z°. That is, there is a positive number

p such that

g(Z) = A(Z)Ô(z„ • • •, zn),

where A(Z) is holomorphic and nonzero in the polydisc UP(Z0) and Q

is a polynomial of degree k in the variable zn—z°n. The coefficients of Q

are holomorphic functions Aj=Aj(zx, • ■ • , z„_,) of z,, - • • , zn_x which

vanish at (z\, ■ • • , z°_,). From this representation one can find two posi-

tive numberspx andp2 (/?i= p) such that if

t=Ux,---,tn-x)£U;;X(z0x,---,Z°n_x)

then there are precisely k points £„(£)> Ù(i), " '. in(i) which satisfy

\m)-z°J<p2   and   g(t,m)) = 0.

The numbers px and p2 can also be chosen so that g(i, £„)?* 0 if

i e U;;x(z°x, ■ ■ ■, z°_,)   and   |£„ - z„°| = p2.

If î e U;-\z\, ■■■ , z°n_x) is fixed the set {&(OWi.....* is finite and

hence we may apply Lemma 1 to conclude that /(£, £n) is holomorphic

in £„, |^n—z"|^/j2. Define the function

Hi, In) = —. n-7—
2tti Jzn-4=P2 (z„ - 4„)

on 4 ^ iCf'(z?, • • • , z°n_x) and |^B—z°n\<p2. It is holomorphic on its

domain of definition. By the Cauchy integral theorem F(i, in)—f(i, £„),

so that we have extended/to a holomorphic function in a neighborhood

ofZ°e V.
We show next that the extended function/is in Hp(Un). Our hypothesis

implies the existence of an annulus

Mr) = Ô h = W < 1}
1=1
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which is contained in Q. We have also assumed the existence of a function

h(Z) which is holomorphic on Q such that Re«(Z)=w(Z). The function

h(Z) has a Laurent expansion about the origin given by

h(Z) = 2 C(kx, ■■■, fcjzî1 ■ • • z*",

where Ze A(r), the exponents k¡ eZ and the series converges absolutely

and uniformly on compacta in A(r). But for p=(px, ' " ' , pn) sufficiently

close (1, •• -, 1) we have

fsJf(Pit\-~.pJm')\9dmJ:x)

< Re[2c(tl,-,t,,(J/f.,..-,^)...(J/;.,,..fe)]

The right side of the above inequality has only a finite number of terms

and these are uniformly bounded as p/-»l. The integral means are in-

creasing on p and hence they are bounded. This completes the proof.

Remarks. In proving that /has an analytic extension to Un we did

not need that u(Z) e RF(Q) or that the distance from V to Tn was positive.

One can obtain the extension for any pure («— l)-dimensional variety

B if only |/(Z)|P has an «-harmonic majorant u(Z) (in Q). It is known

[3, p. 52] that/is in Hp(Un) if and only if |/|* has an «-harmonic majorant
on Un.
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